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“The wonders of nature are a continual 
source of inspiration for the Romo 
design studio, it came naturally to 
appreciate Alfred Wise’s work and 

translate his designs into fabrics using a 
variety of techniques.”

Emily Mould,  
Romo Design Director

A T T R I B U T E S

7 designs
Suitable for upholstery, accessories and drapes, apart from the 
Wisteria Embroidery and Japonica Embroidery which are only 
suitable for drapes and accessories.

Japonica  |  6 Colours Wisteria |  5 Colours Arboretum  |  5 Colours

Wisteria Embroidery  |  3 Colours

Wild Garden  |  5 Colours Oriana  |  4 Colours Japonica Embroidery  |  3 Colours

GARDENIA
Prints and Embroideries

With private access to botanical illustrator Alfred Wise’s 
extensive archive of exquisite, hand drawn sketches and 

paintings, Romo have created Gardenia, a charming collection 
of fabrics that wonderfully embody his passion for botanical 

illustrations. Perfectly harmonised with one another and 
remaining true to Alfred’s original drawings, these beautiful 

prints and fine embroideries are presented in a palette of 
invigorating hues that create a sense of nostalgic charm.



Please contact us for price information, samples 
and images, we are also happy to arrange interviews 
and offer expert commentary from our designers.

UK
Iain Niven - iain.niven@romo.com
0207 352 7801

USA
Tamar Mashigian
tamar@cdecor.com
310-276-5001

Europe
Beatrice Bonzi
beatrice.bonzi@romo.com
+44 (0)1623 727000

About Romo
The founding brand of The Romo Group, Romo 
is renowned for its assorted library of classic and 
contemporary designs and versatile plains, offering a 
diverse style and timeless elegance enriched with a 
sophisticated colour palette.
Romo is part of The Romo Group and the range is 
available worldwide through an extensive network of 
selected interior designers and retail outlets.

About Alfred Wise
Alfred John Wise (1908-1985) was part of the last 
generation of important botanical artists before the 
introduction of colour photography.
Engaged by The Royal Horticultural Society at 
Wisley, in the English county of Surrey, Alfred Wise 
was a talented botanical illustrator who learnt the 
elements of drawing at the Birmingham School of 
Art.


